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Atlas Hunting is dedicated to satisfying the needs and
whims of any hunter who wants to meet his objectives
anywhere in the world. Spain is us headquarter central
base and our flagships, so we welcome our customers by
giving an extra special care to each of our services and
creating good memories at all levels.

Spain is one of the most complete hunting destiny in the
world.
Collect 8 native species that may be hunted only in our
country. It´s the second most mountainous country in
Europe after Switzerland. Spain offers all kinds of game
such as the partridges driven hunt (ojeo), Deers driven
hunts (monteria), stalking hunting, four kinds of ibex, 2
kinds of chamois, the spanish red-deer, mountaineering or
falconry.
Our country is one of the oldest countries in the world, with
a wide culture of 4,000 years of history, so that brings an
important cultural interest for all visitors.
This unique country is known for its culturally diverse
heritage and is the perfect destination to bring your nonhunting companion as the country represents one of the
finest tourist destinations in the world. Spanish culture
has its origins in the Iberian, Celtiberian, Latin, Visigoth,
Roman Catholic and Islamic cultures. After Italy, Spain
has the second highest number of UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in the world, with a total of forty. Come and
see our big hunting diversity….

- SPAIN - RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGES SHOOTING
(OJEOS)
Partridge shooting is certainly the main attraction of small
game in Spain. It is worldwide known that the dream of
every gun is the challenge of a covey of partridges flying
swiftly in over the butt. No other bird game can provide
such excitement. We are proud to offer one of the most
exciting and magnificent shoots in 4 different farms that
we work under exclusive. All of them got a very high luxury
accommodation.

IBEX HUNT
The Iberian ibex or the Spanish ibex, is the only kind of Ibex, which
can only be hunted in Spain, in the Iberian Peninsula SCI described
four subspecies of wild goat. The Spanish Ibex, is the king of the
European species, the most important trophy for any hunter or
mountain lover. We will offer hunter the possibility of hunting the
four existing sub-species, which are distinguished by the different
shapes of their horns and coats and which take the name of the
mountains they inhabit. Below are the 4 kinds of Ibex in Spain
recognize by Safari Club International.

1) GREDOS IBEX
Capra pyrenaica victoriae occupies the central highlands,
fundamentally the Sierra de Gredos. There is an estimated
population of nearly 10.000.
The area is located two hours from Madrid
Males are equipped with powerful horns, with a large thickness and
size that twists back on lyre.

2 ) BECEITE IBEX
Capra pyrenaica hispanica is distributed throughout the
mountains in northeastern Spain, in the mountains of Castellón
and Teruel, 5 hours from Madrid and 2 hours from Barcelona.
The antlers have a great distance between two points by way of
the wings of an airplane.

3) SOUTHEASTERN IBEX
Capra pyrenaica hispanica Mountains of the southeast (east of
Malaga, Granada, Almeria and Jaen) is characterized by black
patches of fur quite marked during the winter. Depending on the
area dominated by various forms of horn, being fastened and vanes,
with little inflection points of the mountains of Almería, tending to
“acarnerarse” (antlers that bend back and down) as we get closer to
the Sierras de Tejeda and Almijara and in the provinces of Malaga
and Granada. In the Sierra Nevada we can still find diversity in the
shape of antlers, being a common denominator the base of the horn
“medrones” flatter and quite smooth.

4) RONDA IBEX
The distribution of this ecotype mountain, makes up the province of
Malaga in the Sierra de Antequera Natural, in the province of
Cadiz and Sierra de Grazalema National Park. This type of ibex
is smaller in both body and antler size of the 4-subspecies living in
Spain. It is mainly characterized by black spots slightly smaller size
and marked on the fur and antlers have a very upright and buckled.
There is a tendency in most of these mountains of Malaga and
Cadiz to produce trophies with blunt tips for wear after a certain
age.

SPAIN - DRIVEN HUNTS
(MONTERÍAS)
…. Really difficult to express the feeling when participating in a
"montería” into words. The sound of the dogs on the heels of the
animals, spurred on by their keepers, breaking through the
undergrowth and heading in our direction. Your heart leaps into
your mouth and your legs tremble and when you least expect it,
there it is, that majestic deer appears before you or a group of
wild boar races towards you with the dogs urging them on from
behind....
We organize in order of 25 monterias per year in the best estates
of Spain. Depending of the kind of state we can guarantee a big
number of deers about for 6 to 20 guns with a very high quality
medal trophy per hunter.

SOME MORE GAME….
Spain is one of the most complete hunting destiny in the world.
Collect 8 native species that may be hunted only in our country.

Monster Roe bucks

Pyrinean & Cantabrian Chamois

Big Iberian red deer stags

Top trophies for other game

